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In June, 2015, Scott "Hoss" Cartwright began a journey that many have started but few have

finished. This journey was to transform his body from a super heavy-weight powerlifter to a

lean competitive bodybuilder. He planned to compete in the NPC Sacramento bodybuilding

show on November 7th, 2015. Hoss had just 20 weeks to transform himself into a competitive

bodybuilder under the direction of his fiancé and coach, Nicki Crapotta. It was an extreme goal

and it was attacked with extreme measures architected by his coach! Hoss's official starting

weight was 317.8 pounds. In 20 weeks his bodyweight went down from 83.2 pounds to 234.6

pounds. His arms grew 3”, his legs increased 4” and his shoulders increased 2”, while his waist

decreased by 15” and his hips decreased 9”.This book is an outline and explanation of the

entire journey from start to finish. The book will outline the initial goal, reasoning, mental and

physical challenges as well as the actual programs that got Hoss to his goal. Furthermore, this

book will address lessons learned and other life changing events that influenced the Hoss

Transformation journey.It is Hoss's hope that by reading this book you and or someone you

know will be inspired to push yourselves to achieve something no one thinks is possible.
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lb.1 - Introduction-HOSSIn June, 2015, I began a journey that many have started but few have

finished. This journey was to transform my body from a super heavy-weight powerlifter to a

lean competitive bodybuilder. I planned to compete in the NPC Sacramento bodybuilding show

on November 7th, 2015. I had 20 weeks to transform myself into a competitive bodybuilder

under the direction of my fiancé and coach, Nicki Crapotta. This was an extreme goal and it

was attacked with extreme measures architected by my coach! My official starting weight was

317.8 pounds. In 20 weeks my body weight went down from 83.2 pounds to 234.6 pounds. My

arms grew 3”, my legs increased 4” and my shoulders increased 2”, while my waist decreased

by 15” and my hips decreased 9”.This book is an outline and explanation of the entire journey

from start to finish. The book will outline the initial goal, reasoning, mental and physical

challenges as well as the actual programs that got me to my goal. Furthermore, this book will

address lessons learned and other life changing events that influenced the Hoss

Transformation journey.It is my hope that by reading this book you and or someone you know is

inspired to push yourselves to achieve something no one thinks is possible.2 - Who is Hoss-

HOSSI am a 46-year-old father of 3 with a wonderful fiancé and coach, Nicki Crapotta. My

most notable accomplishments have come from powerlifting. I have put up totals in all three

types of powerlifting. In traditional single-ply powerlifting, I have a 2468 pound total. In raw

lifting, I have a 2105 pound total. In unlimited multiply gear, I have put up a 2625 pound total. I

have Elite and Professional totals in four different weight classes.I was raised in what many

would call a fairly underprivileged home—by a single mom working 3 to 4 jobs for as long as I

can remember. I lived in 13 differentlocations before I was 18 years old (most of these locations

would be considered rough). From the age of 12 on, I worked several jobs to help my family

stay afloat. My work ethic was developed early based on my economic situation. Much of my

drive to succeed in life and in sports has been based on the challenges my family faced

growing up. In addition to this drive, I spent my days fighting both physically and emotionally -- I

was a kid with a lot of anger and aggression. The idea that other kids had things handed to

them while I had to work for everything drove me to push myself. My anger and aggression

towards other kids reached a pinnacle in 6th grade when I was kickedout of 5 schools, all due

to fighting. The turning point in my life came when I was told if I kept getting into trouble, I

wouldn’t be eligible to play football. You could say that football saved me and gave me

direction, which is why the sport has such precedence in my life.My athletic career included

participation in baseball, wrestling, soccer, track, boxing, football, rugby, marathon running (not

walking), powerlifting and most recently, bodybuilding. My first experience with lifting weights

came after I bought a cement filled weight set from a yard sale in the 6th grade. At the age of

12, I started my journey of lifting in a garage alone with no clue what I was doing. In the 7th

grade and with money from a paper route, I would ride my bike to a local gym. This gym had a

record board that I would gaze at. I knew that at some point I could break those records. I chalk

those thoughts up to being young, dumb and really confident. My real fitness and weight

training career started in the Thomas Downey High School weight room to prepare for

football.My freshman year after football, I decided that I was going to play basketball. The



freshman basketball coach happened to be the Varsity football coach. I was cut from the team

in the first round of cuts. Clearly I was upset over this as I saw myself as the next Magic

Johnson. Unfortunately Coach Chip saw me as a football player. He was very quick to tell me,

“Get in the weight room, you’re a football player!” Coach Karl Finch, a former NFL player, was

our strength coach. Coach Finch ruled the weight room with an iron fist. I was taught very early

in my fitness and weight lifting career that there is only one way to train, and that is with

emotion and vigor! I finished high school holding every lifting record for my grade and weight

class; my best lifts were a 515 pound squat and a 405 pound bench press, both at 205 pounds

body weight.In the fall of 1988, I went to San Diego State on a football scholarship. At the end

of the season our coach, Denny Stolz, was fired. His replacement, Al Luganbil, was making it

very clear that there were not many spots on the Aztecs roster for a 5’ 9” linebacker with limited

speed. With the writing on the wall, I decided to contact California Polytechnic State University,

San Luis Obispo. Cal Poly had been recruiting me before I decided to go to San Diego State. In

the spring of 1989, I transferred to Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.At that time,when a player

transferred, they had to sit out a year before being eligible to play. Given I wasn’t allowed to do

much on the field, the weight room is where I spent most of my time. In those days the Cal Poly

weight program was pretty terrible. Given our lack of a strength, coach and equipment, I got

most of my training knowledge and technique from a local gym in San Luis Obispo. On more

than one occasion I was approached in the gym with the idea of competing in powerlifting. At

that time, many of the biggest powerlifting meets in California were run at Estrada’s Gym in

San Luis Obispo. I never looked into it and to this day I regret not looking into powerlifting in

San Luis Obispo.My first college training partner was Jeff Denham (current U.S.

Congressman). We were an odd pair as he was 6’5” and roughly 280 pounds and I was 5’9”

and 225 pounds. We both drove each other to be as big and as strong as possible. Jeff cut his

football career short due to his involvement in student government, imagine that! I had no

intention of ever cutting football short. While at Cal Poly, I was squatting over 600 pounds and

benching in the mid 400’s. This, of course, is nothing compared to where I would end up later

in life, but this training in college gave me a solid base for my future in powerlifting. I was never

a great college football player; rather, I was a contributor that gave all I had. I would see action

in situations but rarely in a starting role. I was one of those betweener players becauseI lacked

speed and height, though I did have great football sense, power and aggression. Given this, I

was too slow to start at linebacker and too short to be a lineman. Nevertheless, I still saw time

in multiple positions in college such as Center (only 12 snaps in a game), Nose Guard and

Linebacker. Not many people have played all those positions in college.After I graduated from

Cal Poly, I took a job in technology that moved me to Hong Kong. Hong Kong was like college

all over again; every day I worked and every night I partied. After about 3 months of nightlife, I

realized how fat I had become and decided I needed to get back in the gym. This had been the

first time since 9th grade I had taken a break from lifting for more than a week or two. Once I

was able to start training again my strength came back quickly. The gyms in Hong Kong were

limited. I ended up training in a country club weight room in Discovery Bay—this place would

have made Planet Fitness look like Westside Barbell. I would lift and the whole place would just

stop and watch. I, of course, would then push harder to show off a bit.One night, a guy came

up and asked if I was interested in playing rugby. He invited me to the Aberdeen Rugby Club

practice. I had no idea how to play and had no idea why I was even considering going. I think

that the idea that you could punch people and not go to jail helped to convince me. After two

weeks of practice, I played my first game at Division 4. Division 4 was kind of an old man

league, meaning not very intense and not too mean. A week later I got a call by the team



president asking if I would play in a 2nd division game. This was only my 2nd game of rugby

ever and I had NO clue what to do or how to do it. I was pretty nervous asall these guys had

been playing since they were kids, plus some were very big.When the opposing team came

walking out, I saw a guy I had a“disagreement” with the week before in a bar. He happened to

be thecoach of the opposing team. About 10 minutes into the game, the ball went out of

bounds next to him. As I walked out to get the ball, he said something (to this day Ihave no clue

what it was) and I snapped. Fists were flying, people were flying and a fight was on. My

aggression didn’t go unnoticed. No one had ever attacked an opposing coach. The whole

Aberdeen Rugby Club thought I was completely crazy. After that game I was immediately

moved up to the 1st division. I was one of very few non-paid players. To that end I was also one

of two yankees in the whole 1st division. In my second season, DeA Rugby Club offered me a

small contract to play, which of course I took. I guess I could say that I was a pro athlete (other

than Powerlifting later, I promise not to throwout the dual athlete CRAP!).After 2 and half years

of living in Hong Kong I was ready to move back to North America. I landed in Vancouver,

Canada. First thing I did after arriving in Vancouver was find a rugby club. I found it really

difficult to give rugby 100% effort because my son Jonah had just been born. In addition to this,

I had a new job that required weekly travel.After less then 6 months in Canada, I moved back

to the U.S. I landed in lovely Seattle, Washington. This time thinking my son was old enough to

allow good old daddy to go play once in while. Given my completely wrong thoughts, I again

found a rugby club to play for. I started playing in the U.S. Super 12’s for Puget Sound Beach.

After just a few games I realized my sports life needed to take a back seat to my kids’ lives.

This was especially true for team sports, where I had no control over the schedule.My neighbor

was the University of Washington’s swim coach, Mickey Wender. Mickey had a major influence

on my perspective towards sports and activities. Mickey had done “The EcoChallenge”,

multiple marathons and full triathlons. This guy was the definition of beast. Most of those

runner endurance guys are skinny Unicef commercial looking dudes. Mickey had muscle and

could lift. I loved the way he attacked his training. We would mountain climb (more hiking not

real technical mountaineering) and he would want to run up the same mountain. Mickey would

record the time it took us (well him as he’d often leave me behind) to summit the mountain.

Then we’d come back in two weeks and break our time. This idea that “every time you do

something fitness related, you should approach it like a sport or a contest” was fairly new to

me. Mickey lived this in everything he did from swimming to hiking; it was always about a PR.

His attitude towards fitness training helped me with my powerlifting career and today in

everything I do. I doubt he even knows it!Mickey helped to convince me that my next challenge

would be a Marathon. Mickey helped me understand how to train. When I played rugby, I was

one of the fit big guys on the pitch (I know, as if!), but at this point I hadn't been running at all in

over a year. We had hiked and biked, but no real running.The marathon I chose to do was the

Portland marathon. The marathon was 3 months away. With Mickey Wenders help, I put a plan

together so that in 3 months I would be able to run the marathon. I completed the 1999

Portland marathon with one rule--no one fatter than me could pass me on the race course. I

tore part of my quad at mile 7, but still never stopped and finished the race. I was guilty of

many rookie mistakes that caused this injury, such as a lack of hydration and not being used to

running on slanted pavement. The best part of the marathon was the training. The focus I had

to keep while being in real solitude was difficult. I trained on my own and I was the only one to

be held accountable if I failed. During my 20 weeks of training for the bodybuilding show, I often

thought about solitude and focus I had during the 3 and 4 hour training runs. I never found the

training for the marathon to be overly difficult, just long and lonely sometimes. This turned out



to be the same types of feelings I would later feel preparing for the bodybuilding show. The

really odd thing was that I had gained weight training for the marathon. After every run I was so

hungry that I ate everything in sight. I was weighing in at 258 pounds.
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